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Abstract
Code-mixing is a well-studied linguistic phenomenon that occurs when two or more languages are mixed in text
or speech. Several studies have been conducted on building datasets and performing downstream NLP tasks
on code-mixed data. Although it is not uncommon to observe code-mixing of three or more languages, most
available datasets in this domain contain code-mixed data from only two languages. In this paper, we introduce
EmoMix-3L, a novel multi-label emotion detection dataset containing code-mixed data from three different languages.
We experiment with several models on EmoMix-3L and we report that MuRIL outperforms other models on this dataset.
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1. Introduction

The ability to convey emotions is an essential part
of human communication. NLP models have been
applied to detect emotions (e.g., anger, fear, joy) in
texts from social media (Gaind et al., 2019), cus-
tomer service (Gupta et al., 2010), and healthcare
(Ayata et al., 2020). Emotion detection is an impor-
tant part of social media analysis and mining efforts
that include popular tasks such as sentiment analy-
sis (Liu, 2020) and stance detection (Kawintiranon
and Singh, 2021).

Most studies on sentiment analysis and emo-
tion detection are carried out in one language at
a time (Abdul-Mageed and Ungar, 2017; Chatter-
jee et al., 2019). Apart from a few notable ex-
ceptions (Vedula et al., 2023), detecting emotion
in multilingual and code-mixed environments has
not been significantly explored. Code-mixing is
very common in multilingual societies. It is defined
as the practice of using words and grammatical
constructions from two or more languages inter-
changeably (Muysken, 2000). Code-mixing can oc-
cur at various levels such as intra-sentential where
code-mixing is present within a sentence, and inter-
sententialwhere code-mixing is present across sen-
tences.

Detecting sentiments and emotions in code-
mixed texts is a challenging task that we address in
this paper by introducing EmoMix-3L, a multi-label
emotion detection containing Bangla, Hindi, and
English code-mixed texts. These three languages
are often used together by the population of West
Bengal. They are also used by populations from
South East Asian living in other parts of the world
where English is spoken as the official language
or lingua franca such London, New York, or Singa-

pore. Recent studies have created resources for
these three languages in tasks such as sentiment
analysis and offensive language detection (Raihan
et al., 2023a; Goswami et al., 2023). To the best of
our knowledge, however, no datasets for emotion
detection in Bangla-English-Hindi code-mix exists
and EmoMix-3L fills this gap.

The main contributions of this paper are as fol-
lows:

• We introduce EmoMix-3L1, a novel three-
language code-mixed test dataset in Bangla-
Hindi-English for multi-label emotion detection.
EmoMix-3L contains 1,071 instances anno-
tated by speakers of the three languages. We
make EmoMix-3L freely available to the com-
munity.

• We provide a comprehensive evaluation of sev-
eral monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual
models on EmoMix-3L.

We present EmoMix-3L exclusively as a test set due
to the unique and specialized nature of the task.
The size of the dataset, while limited for training
purposes, offers a high-quality testing benchmark
with gold-standard labels. Given the scarcity of
similar datasets and the challenges associated with
data collection, EmoMix-3L provides an important
resource for the evaluation of multi-label emotion
detection models, filling a critical gap in multi-level
code-mixing research.

1https://github.com/GoswamiDhiman/
EmoMix-3L

https://github.com/GoswamiDhiman/EmoMix-3L
https://github.com/GoswamiDhiman/EmoMix-3L
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2. Related Work

A few studies studies have addressed emotion de-
tection on bilingual code-mixed data (Wadhawan
and Aggarwal, 2021; Vedula et al., 2023; Ameer
et al., 2022). Vedula et al. (2023) implemented
a multi-class emotion detection model leveraging
transformer-based multilingual Large Language
Models (LLMs) for English-Urdu code-mixed text.
However, the study’s ability to interpret code-mixed
sentences that combine English and Roman Urdu
had limitations. The study by Ameer et al. (2022)
highlights how multi-label emotion classification
may be used to identify every emotion that could ex-
ist in a given text. 11,914 code-mixed (English and
Roman Urdu) SMS messages make up the sub-
stantial benchmark corpus presented in this paper
for the multi-label emotion classification challenge.

There have been a number studies on Bengali-
English code-mixed data. Mursalin et al. (2022)
used deep learning approaches to identifying emo-
tions from texts containing mixed Bengali and
English coding, with an emphasis on comparing
and contrasting the effectiveness of the suggested
model with other ML and DL methods already in use.
Ahmad et al. (2019) have explored and analyzed
regional Indian code-mixed data. In this paper, the
importance and applications of sentiment detection
in a variety of domains are discussed, with an em-
phasis on Indo-Aryan languages like Tamil, Bengali,
and Hindi.

A few studies have addressing Bengali-English-
Hindi code-mixing on social media. Raihan et al.
(2023a) uses multiple monolingual, bilingual, and
multilingual models and a unique dataset with gold
standard labels for sentiment analysis in Bangla-
English-Hindi. Goswami et al. (2023) presents a
novel offensive language identification dataset with
the same three languages. Finally, another similar
work include the TB-OLID dataset (Raihan et al.,
2023b) that contains both transliterated and code-
mixed data for offensive language identification.

3. The EmoMix-3L Dataset

We choose a controlled data collection method,
asking the volunteers to freely contribute data in
Bangla, English, and Hindi. This decision stems
from several challenges of extracting such specific
code-mixed data from social media and other on-
line platforms. Our approach ensures data quality
and sidesteps the ethical concerns associated with
using publicly available online data. Such types
of datasets are often used when it is difficult to
mine them from existing corpora. As examples, for
fine-tuning LLMs on instructions and conversations,
semi-natural datasets like Databricks (2023) and
Nie (2023) have become popular.

Data Collection Ten undergraduate students flu-
ent in the three languages was asked to prepare
300 to 350 social media posts each. They were
allowed to use any language, including Bangla, En-
glish, and Hindi to prepare posts on several daily
topics like politics, sports, education, social me-
dia rumors, etc. We also ask them to switch lan-
guages if and wherever they feel comfortable doing
so. The inclusion of emojis, hashtags, and translit-
eration was also encouraged. The students had
the flexibility to prepare the data as naturally as pos-
sible. Upon completion of this stage, we gathered
2,598 samples that contained at least one word
or sub-word from each of the three languages us-
ing langdetect (Mazzocchi, 2012) an open-sourced
Python tool for language identification.

Data Annotation We annotate the dataset in two
steps. Firstly, we recruited three students from
social science, computer science, and linguistics
fluent in the three languages to serve as annotators.
They annotated all 2,598 samples with one of the
five labels (Happy, Surprise, Neutral, Sad, Angry)
with a raw agreement of 47.9%. We then take
1,246 instances, where all three annotators agree
on the labels, and use them in a second step. To
further ensure high-quality annotation, we recruit a
second group of annotators consisting of two NLP
researchers fluent in the three languages. After
their annotation, we calculate a raw agreement
of 86% (Kvålseth, 1989), a Cohen Kappa score
of 0.72. After the two stages, we only keep the
instances where both annotators agree, and we
end up with a total of 1,071 instances. The label
distribution is shown in Table 1.

Label Instances Percentage
Happy 228 21.29%
Surprise 227 21.20%
Neutral 223 20.82%
Sad 205 19.14%
Angry 188 17.55%
Total 1,071 100%

Table 1: Label distribution in EmoMix-3L

Dataset Statistics A detailed description of the
dataset statistics is provided in Table 2. Since the
dataset was generated by people whose first lan-
guage is Bangla, we observe that the majority of
tokens in the dataset are in Bangla. There are sev-
eral Other tokens in the dataset that are not from
Bangla, English, or Hindi language. The Other to-
kens in the dataset primarily contain transliterated
words as well as emojis and hashtags. Also, there
are several misspelled words that have been clas-
sified as Other tokens too.
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All Bangla English Hindi Other
Tokens 98,011 36,784 6,587 15,560 39,080
Types 21,766 9,118 1,237 1,523 10,022
Avg 91.51 34.35 6.15 14.53 36.49
Std Dev 20.24 9.13 2.88 5.94 10.64

Table 2: EmoMix-3L Data Card. The row Avg rep-
resents the average number of tokens with its stan-
dard deviation in row Std Dev.

Synthetic Train and Development Set We
present EmoMix-3L as a test dataset and we build
a synthetic train and development set that contains
Code-mixing for Bangla, English, and Hindi. We
use an English training dataset annotated with the
same labels as EmoMix-3L, namely Social Media
Emotion Dataset (SMED)2. We then use the Ran-
dom Code-mixing Algorithm (Krishnan et al., 2022)
and r-CM (Santy et al., 2021) to generate the syn-
thetic Code-mixed dataset. Similar approach is
also found in (Gautam et al., 2021).

4. Experiments

Monolingual Models We use six monolingual
models for these experiments, five general models,
and one task fined-tuned model. The five mono-
lingual models are DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019),
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), BanglaBERT (Kowsher
et al., 2022), roBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), HindiBERT
(Nick Doiron, 2023). BanglaBERT is trained in only
Bangla and HindiBERT in only Hindi while Distil-
BERT, BERT, and roBERTa are trained in English
only. Finally, the English task fine-tuned model we
use is emoBERTa (Kim and Vossen, 2021).

Bilingual Models BanglishBERT (Bhattacharjee
et al., 2022) and HingBERT (Nayak and Joshi,
2022) are used as bilingual models as they are
trained on both Bangla-English and Hindi-English
respectively.

Multilingual Models We use mBERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) and XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) as
multilingual models which are respectively trained
on 104 and 100 languages including Bangla-
English-Hindi. We also use IndicBERT (Kakwani
et al., 2020) and MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021) which
cover 12 and 17 Indian languages, respectively, in-
cluding Bangla-English-Hindi. We also perform
hyper-parameter tuning while using all the models
to prevent overfitting.

Prompting We use prompting with GPT-3.5-
turbo model (OpenAI, 2023) from OpenAI for this
task. We use the API for zero-shot prompting (see

2https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
gangulyamrita/social-media-emotion-dataset

Figure 1) and ask the model to label the test set.

Additionally, we run the same experiments sep-
arately on synthetic and natural datasets splitting
both in a 60-20-20 way for training, evaluating, and
testing purposes.

Role: ”You are a helpful AI assistant. You
are given the task of Emotion Detection.

Definition: An emotion is a feeling that
can be caused by the situation that peo-

ple are in or the people they are with.
You will be given a text to label either

’Happy’, ’Surprise’, ’Neutral’, ’Sad’ or ’Angry’.

Task: Generate the label for this
”text” in the following format: <label>

Your_Predicted_Label <\label>. Thanks.”

Figure 1: Sample GPT-3.5 prompt.

5. Results

In this experiment, synthetic data is used as a train-
ing set, and natural data is used as the test set.
The F1 scores of monolingual models range from
0.14 to 0.41, where roBERTa performs the best.
MuRIL is the best of all the multilingual models,
with an F1 score of 0.54. Besides, a zero-shot
prompting technique on GPT 3.5 turbo provides a
0.51 weighted F1 score. The task fine-tuned model
emoBERTa provides the F1 score of 0.42. Ban-
glishBERT scores 0.44 which is the best F1 score
among all the bilingual models. These results are
available in Table 3.

Models F1 Score
MuRIL 0.54
XLM-R 0.51
GPT 3.5 Turbo 0.51
BanglishBERT 0.44
HingBERT 0.43
emoBERTa 0.42
roBERTa 0.41
BERT 0.38
mBERT 0.35
DistilBERT 0.24
IndicBERT 0.22
BanglaBERT 0.16
HindiBERT 0.14

Table 3: Weighted F-1 score for different models:
training on synthetic and tested on natural data
(EmoMix-3L).

We perform the same experiment using synthetic
data for training and testing. We present results
in Table 4. Here, MuRIL with 0.67 F1 score is the

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/gangulyamrita/social-media-emotion-dataset
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/gangulyamrita/social-media-emotion-dataset
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best-performing model. BERT is the best among
the monolingual models where their F1 range from
0.32 to 0.45. BanglishBERT with 0.47 F1 score
is the best among the bilingual models. The task
fine-tuned model emoBERTa scores 0.41 for the
synthetic dataset.

Models Weighted F1 Score
MuRIL 0.67
XLM-R 0.51
mBERT 0.49
BanglishBERT 0.47
HingBERT 0.45
BERT 0.44
emoBERTa 0.41
roBERTa 0.41
DistilBERT 0.40
BanglaBERT 0.39
IndicBERT 0.38
HindiBERT 0.32

Table 4: Weighted F-1 score for different models:
training on synthetic and tested on synthetic data.

5.1. Error Analysis
The confusion matrix for the best-performing model
MuRIL for training on synthetic and tested in
EmoMix-3L is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix (Training on synthetic
data, tested on EmoMix-3L).

We observe Other tokens in more than 39% of the
whole dataset, as shown in Table 2. These tokens
occur due to transliteration which poses a challenge
for most of the models since not all of the models
are pre-trained on transliterated tokens. Banglish-
BERT did well since it recognizes both Bangla and
English tokens. However, the total number of to-
kens for Hindi-English is less than Bangla-English
tokens, justifying HingBERT’s inferior performance
compared to BanglishBERT (see Table 3). Also,
misspelled words and typos are also observed in

the datasets, which are, for the most part, unknown
tokens for the models, making the task even more
difficult. Some examples are available in Appendix
A which are classified wrongly by all the models.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce EmoMix-3L, a novel dataset contain-
ing 1,071 instances of Bangla-English-Hindi code-
mixed content. We have also created 100,000 in-
stances of synthetic data in the same languages to
facilitate our training methods. We have tested mul-
tiple monolingual models on these datasets, and
MuRIL performs the best, especially when it was
trained on synthetic data and tested on EmoMix-
3L. MuRIL was also the best in the scenario of
both training and testing on synthetic data, outper-
forming all the other models in multi-label emotion
detection. Looking ahead, we would like turning
EmoMix-3L into a larger dataset serving both as a
training and testing dataset. We would also like to
create pre-trained tri-lingual code-mixing models.
It will facilitate the emotion detection task in the
intricate mix of Bangla, English, and Hindi. More-
over, we would like to explore the performance of
large language models by fine-tuning them on code-
mixed datasets. This will provide valuable insights
into their unexplored training corpora and their abil-
ity to cope with code-mixed scenarios.
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A. Examples of Misclassified
Instances

Happy: Finally got the চািব to our new বািড়! So

excited to start making সৃ্মিত in our new space.

#HomeSweetHome #NewBeginnings मैं उस अद्भतु

सपोटर् िसस्टम के िलए आभारी हूं िजसने इस यात्रा के माध्यम

से मेरी मदद की। हमेशा मेरे िलए रहने के िलए धन्यवाद।

#आभारी #धन्य আই এম িথ্ৰলড তাে এনাউন্স দায্ট আই
হায্ভ অিফিসয়ািল কমেপ্লেটড মাই েমিডেটশন চায্েলঞ্জ! িফিলং
মাের েসন্টােরড এন্ড গৰ্াউেন্ডড দায্ন এভার বছেরর পর বছর
saving and budgeting করার পর, আিম ঘােষণা করেত
েপের রােমািঞ্চত েয আিম আমার ছাতৰ্ ঋণ পিরশােধ কেরিছ!
#Debtfree #FinancialFreedom main kee apanee haal
kee yaatra par kee gaee avishvasaneey yaadon
ke lie bahut aabhaaree hoon. vaapas jaane ke lie
intajaar nahin kar sakata! #travailgoals #advainturai

Suprise: একিট শািন্তপূণর্ সমুদৰ্ ৈসকেত হাঁটা, আপনার

পােয়র আঙু্গেলর মেধয্ বািল অনুভব করা এবং েঢউেয়র শবদর
মেধয্ something magical িফল্মন অর পািরয়ন কী কাহািনয়ন
কী সামগৰ্ী হয়, েলিকন বাস্তিবক জীবন েমইন বিহ সাকাতী হাই
सोच में खोए हुए समुद्र तट पर चलने की कल्पना करें, जब कुछ

आपकी नज़र में आ जाए। Hidden treasures are waiting

to be discovered, যিদ আমােদর চােখ থােক তােদর েদখার

ajke somudror tire akta sundor hater kacher kaner
dul peyechi

Neutral: ইেমল েচক while riding the tram to

the office. व्यस्त टे्रन स्टेशन पर भीड़ के माध्यम से नेिवगेट

करना। ওয়ািচং এ মুিভ ও আ টায্বেলট ডুিরং িট বাস রাইড
টু ওয়াকর্। বয্স্ত train েস্টশেন িভেড়র মধয্ িদেয় েনিভেগট
করা। paark kee bench par baithakar bas ke aane ka
intajaar kar rahe the.

Sad: একিট সম্পেকর্র সমািপ্ত এবং ভালবাসা হারানাের
মত situation েমেন েনয়ার মত না It makes you lonely
আপেক িজবান েম হাজার লগ হেনিক বাদিব আপ ওিহ এক
ইনসান ক ইয়াদ কারংিগ হার ওয়াক্ত नुकसान का शोक

मनाना और ठीक होने के िलए आवश्यक समय लेना ठीक ह।ै

Memories flood our minds, and we find ourselves

yearning for something যা আমরা আর পাব না। jake
valobaschi se amar sathe sob somoy thakbe na aita
kokhon o vabini

Angry: আই এম এংির রাইট নাউ িবকজ ই জাস্ট েরিসভড

আ পায্িসভ-এেগৰ্িসভ কেমন্ট ফৰ্ম সামওয়ান! এটা অিবশাব্সয্ েয
িকভােব some man how অভদৰ্ এবং অসম্মানজনক হেত
পাের। I don't deserve to be আচরণ করার যােগয্ way

and I won't stand for it. यिद आपको मुझसे कोई समस्या

ह,ै तो मेरी पीठ पीछे भद्दी िटप्पि करने के बजाय इसे सीधे

संबोिधत करने की शालीनता रखें। main kisee aur kee

nakaaraatmakata ko mujhe neeche laane se mana

karata hoon, lekin gambheerata se, bada hokar

seekhata hoon ki ek paripakv vayask kee tarah kaise

sanvaad karana hai.
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